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Introduction
Jizz Jugglers is a new site launched in July of 2006 that brings you women who know that sharing is
caring. Come watch these talented tarts swap spunk with a smile on their faces!
  

Adult Review
These girls may not be quite pretty enough to work as fashion models or quite talented enough to work as circus performers...
but their rare combination of sex appeal and athleticism definitely qualifies them to be JizzJugglers!
  
  In every episode two superhot starlets team up to coax a load out of some guy so that they can juggle it back and forth
between their sexy mouths. When the cum flies the good part is just about to begin!
  
  Jizz Jugglers is part of a larger network and includes all the other sites listed on the right side of this review for the same one
membership price. JizzJugglers updates once a week and already contains over 40 episodes in its archives. The rest of the
networked sites each update once a week as well, so every day or two you'll have brand new exclusive smut waiting to be
devoured by your dick.
  
  Videos are available in easy one-click full scene downloads or as smaller segments for faster action. They are also offered in
broadband enhanced 640x480 formats or in lower quality dial-up friendly versions as well. The action is hot, the girls are
gorgeous and every time the cum starts swapping back and forth from one of their mouths to the other you will feel like you
are watching some kind of nasty sperm circus!
  
  Picture lovers are not left out either. Every single update comes with plenty of pics and these are super-high-res 1728x1152
images that bring you up close to the action! That means plenty of stuff for your stiffy to look through while you decide
which pair of sperm acrobats to download video of next.
  
  Best of all JizzJugglers is a bargain. At $24.95 a month, the price for this site and the rest of the network is five bucks a
month less expensive than The Tongue expected it to be. Take a look at the site tour, it does an honest job of showing you
what's in the members area and it provides some excellent sample videos as well.
  
  If you get annoyed by some sites when you see a cum shot because they shut off the camera seconds later - JizzJugglers is a
great alternative option.

Porn Summary
From start to cum shot most sites are fine but these Jizz Jugglers prove that is not where the action should end. The starlets on
this site only get more excited after the splooge hits their faces!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sex, cumshot... and after that the action really gets going!'
Quality: 92  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 93 Interface: 89
Support: 88 Unique: 86    Taste: 89        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
Swallow My Nut (88) ,Cherry Spot (87) 
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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